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Shifts in
Authorship
in Finnish
Theatre

”When will you start to really feel something, how could I get you to truly feel anything at all? You are
located outside yourselves. You have lost yourselves. You have no desire to rise up in rebellion.
You are closed off. You are polite and friendly, but at the same time you hide behind your masks and withdraw as far as possible. You are predictable. A lack of sincerity shines from your hands and your eyes. You
are empty. You are tired. You are afraid. You are tamed, castrated cats and dogs who have lost your instincts
and desires. Your minds work utterly free of disturbance. You are not something between man and beast.
You have a sick desire to do and repeat what you have done before, meticulously, assiduously, and pedantically. If I spend much time with you, among you, I will be crushed by your tranquillity. Your slackness and
softness almost suffocate me.”
(Andriy Zholdak, excerpt from a letter to actors published in Helsingin Sanomat, 2012. Translated from
Teemu Kaskinen’s Finnish translation of the Russian text.)

In recent years, Finnish theatre has begun to see a discussion about authorship, power, equality, and cooperation. Where do the bounds of a dictator director’s power lie? What approach and working process
are selected? What is the division of labour like within the team? How is power distributed? These various questions related to artistic professions, non-hierarchical processes, shared professionalism, and
the ethics of practice have also been treated in several artists’ practice-based dissertations.
Ukrainian director Andriy Zholdak directed Anna Karenina and The Cherry Orchard at the Turku
City Theatre. His methods and the open letter he directed at the actors during the rehearsals for The
Cherry Orchard, which was published in the country’s largest newspaper and is cited above, unleashed
a for/against debate among theatre professionals and in the actors’ union. More recently, Finland’s professional journal for the theatre arts, Teatteri & Tanssi (3/2013 Theatre& Dance), published reflections
on the contents of classic courses at the Theatre Academy Helsinki. Directors and sound designers who
graduated some years ago ask provocatively if dramatic theatre is being conserved into a classical art
form comparable to classical ballet, and if theatre is turning into a museum.
In Critical Stages, the online journal of the International Association of Theatre Critics, South Korean
theatre critic Yun-Cheol Kim (the organisation’s chair and a professor at a Korean arts university)
writes about Finnish theatre. His first contact with and impressions of Finnish theatre are based on six
performances he saw at the Stage Festival in Helsinki in 2012. For Yun-Cheol Kim, Finland appears
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to be a land of dramatic literature and playwrights. He did not find physical or visual theatre (or, more
precisely, a theatre of the director): ”As a whole, the stagings of these shows were not aesthetically
developed enough to be called theatre performance. They were definitely staged readings, in my international estimation.”1 And the language is more monologue than dialogue. He is bewildered that such
language-oriented, philosophical and modest theatre is so popular.

Theatre of the director and theatre of the playwright
What is this all about? On the one hand, the ”despotic director”, on the other, a lack of a theatre of the
director and a focus on the playwright. The divergent perspectives reflect that diverse theatre terrain in
which performances are being created. At their root, these discussions reach back to the 1970s, to the
beginnings of the postmodern and post-structural theory of the fragmentation and death of the subject.
In his work The Death of the Author, Roland Barthes spurred the meanings of text into movement;
they were no longer regulated by an Author who owned the meaning content of his or her work. Barthesian writing, écriture, denied authority and produced a polyvalent space. The history of theatre from
the 1960s to the present takes the form of, indeed, a series of various losses and and acquisitions of
power, re-formations. If the power of the author was previously replaced by the auteur director, in the
1980s power shifted partially to the actors as well.
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A director-centred approach has long dominated Finnish theatre as a more or less conscious normative
ranking and audience perspective. Through the modernisation of the theatre in the 1960s and 1970s,
directors became auteurs possessing their own unique idiom and vision; they were no longer simply
”stagers”, metteurs en scene, of plays, literary stories. Directors rose to become artists on the same level as authors. At the same time, artistic theatre, under pressure from entertainment-oriented and amateur theatre, increased its esteem as a distinct professional form of art in the name of directorship. The
paradox nevertheless still stands that this director’s world, known as visual idiom, was often realised
by a director–scenographer duo.
Even after the notion of the death of the artist had been raised in theoretical discussions, blind cult-ofpersonality worship of directors was still practised in Finland. It is perhaps unnecessary to note that
hierarchical director-auteurism was gendered: the sovereign director (god) was, almost without exception, a man. Later, from the late 1980s onwards, critical attention began to be paid to this director-centredness in Finnish theatre, and also in the 1980s, woman directors rose to prominence. Director-centred thinking offers a one-eyed perspective of the practicalities of creating theatre: theatre performances
are not born of the vision of lone artistic geniuses.
In director-dominated theatre, the playwright’s ”paternal rights” are transferred to the director, who
became the creator, the overall conceptualiser of unique stage interpretations. The emphasis was on the
performance, and from the playwrights’ perspective, this could give the impression of the ”director’s
dominance”. Playwrights at times foresaw the death of theatre, as playwright Pirkko Saisio did in a
1997 acceptance speech at the Theatre Academy Helsinki, when she was granted a professorship in
dramaturgy: ”Soon it will lie in the same morgue with the novel, the soul, God, and the social welfare
state. That’s why playwrights are expected to produce something other than plays.”
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[http://www.criticalstages.org/#sthash.j1Szl6me.dpbs]
[http://www.criticalstages.org/criticalstages7/entry/Verbal-vs-Physical-Theatre-on-StageHelsinki-2012?category=6#sthash.1O4JCMiW.dpbs]

Exploring the boundaries of professional identity: towards a shared process
and ethics
We have shifted from director-dominated and text-based productions towards a way of doing theatre
that emphasises the role of performer and other materiality. In the dramaturgy of post-dramatic theatre,
the meaning of the written play is of less and less import. In such performances, directorship is placed
in a new light. The strategies of post-dramatic theatre have forced us to re-evaluate the traditional professional boundaries of theatre, the roles of actor and performer, director and scriptwriter, public and
users. For many dramaturgs and directors, the divide between director and author began to feel like
a shackle back in the 1990s. During that period, we saw the emergence of directing dramaturges and
dramaturgic or writing directors. Esa Kirkkopelto and Kristian Smeds are examples of this.
This all took place at the same juncture during which the individuality-heavy postmodernism of the
1980s and personal visions turned politically towards communality. Esa Kirkkopelto describes the
development thus: ”The collapse of the Soviet Union and, with it, all communal ideologies and institutions, as well as the credibility crisis of social democracy, left a gap in everyone’s experience. It
became important to prove the existence of community and its inherent potential, anarchistically and
without institutions, to generate the experience of community between such people who did not fundamentally have anything to do with each other. In theatre, this meant that the audience was a community
that formed during the performance.” Under these circumstances, according to Kirkkopelto, one had
”to become part of the execution, to learn directing.” Several works from the 1990s were, then, laboratories of new methods and a new audience relationship in which the traditional roles of theatre professions blurred.

There is no text, the text exists as a play only after
opening night. I work on the piece until the afternoon of
the opening night. If the text doesn’t work during
rehearsals, I have two alternatives: I can write the scene
better or direct it better. (Juha Jokela)

This re-assessment can be seen, for instance, in a Theatre Academy Helsinki study that critically evaluates the pedagogical tradition of Jouko Turkka and stresses the self-directed actor. In his dissertation
Toisin tehtyä, toisin nähtyä – esittävien taiteiden valosuunnittelu muutosten äärellä (Done differently,
seen differently – on changes in lighting design in the performing arts) lighting designer Tomi Humalisto deals with the (hidden) assumptions, hierarchies, and methodologies involved in lighting design.
Humalisto calls attention to the fact that cooperation based on artistic relationships of equal status and
devising is increasingly evident in contemporary dance, contemporary theatre and performance art.
Going against the grain demands more than working at the level of job description; namely, it involves
profoundly affecting the aesthetic end result, its dramaturgy and aesthetics. In such collaborations, the
key is collective expertise. Humalisto terms this shared design, in which personal artistry recedes and
in which one’s own art is subjected to an as-yet unforeseen entity. Scenographer Reija Hirvikoski
speaks of this same type of creative approach.
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Pauliina Hulkko has in her dissertation Amoraliasta Riittaan – ehdotuksia näyttämön materiaaliseksi
etiikaksi (From Amoralia to Riitta – proposals for a material ethics of the stage ) for her part pondered
the ways in which those involved in theatre could treat each other more fair-mindedly and, at the same
time, the entirety of what a performance could be, the ways in which we could create a new type of
meaningfulness. Ethics is the continuous generation of assessments here and now. According to Hulkko, the ethics of the stage include working methods, rehearsal, material, communication, communality, the sensibility of artistic solutions and ethical justifications. For practitioners of theatre, questions
related to the ethics of work have become increasingly important. (See more on page 29-30.)
Authorship in theatre can also be examined from the perspective of the sociology of work. The notion Catherine Casey presents in her book Work, Self and Society: After Industrialization applies in
Finland, where established professions are disappearing in a post-industrial society. The situation is
completely different than it was in the modern theatre of the 1990s, when the theatre’s distinct and
specialised professions emerged. The modern professions of the theatre were independent and precisely delineated. This phase of accelerating professional identities saw the development of the cultural
services of the welfare society, of which the network of city theatres were an important part. Theatre
was practiced in theatre buildings, theatre consisted of established actor ensembles, and they enjoyed
public support. The core of theatre professions was preserved unchallenged, and education fostered a
solid professional identity and professional pride.
As the traditional autonomy of art has since unravelled and all sorts of boundaries have faded, theatre
has integrated in new directions. Practitioners of theatre have found themselves ”liminal servants” in
the current cultural politics that emphasise instrumental values. For practitioners of theatre, the identity
of liminal servant is presumably more destructive than the existing healthy negotiation of boundaries
between professions.
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Hanna Helavuori

The Directors’ Talk
(The New?)
Directing

Juhana von Bagh invited his colleagues Jarno Kuosa, Akse Pettersson and Essi Räisänen over to discuss theatre. They talked about what the theatre directing of the future might look like, the type of theatre
produced in Finland, and the kinds of theatre they do and would like to do. The foursome studied together
at the Theatre Academy Helsinki in 2010’s, know each other and have seen each other’s work.

I

Theatre and Finland

Jarno: Theoretically, theatre can be anything, but if we’re honest, then whenever we talk about
theatre, so many conventions, structures that weigh it down always enter the picture.
Akse: For both spectators and artists.
Juhana: Such as?
Jarno: Text-based approaches, dramatic narration…
Essi: production structures…
Jarno: ...role-based dramatic thinking, narrative techniques.
Essi: On the other hand, the field of theatre is changing, too. Everyone seems to be doing some sort of
touring artistic theatre. A big problem is that artists and audiences don’t meet. There doesn’t seem to be
enough people going to any of the city theatres, even though they’re doing really interesting productions.
Akse: And you end up censoring yourself, too, when the idea that you need viewers starts to affect
your subconscious. That you can’t do things according to totally different rules, for a totally different
context. Or then you should go off to Hong Kong, Istanbul or Berlin.
Essi: For instance, the tradition of excising the text doesn’t really exist here. Finland is really text and
language-oriented.
Juhana: The text isn’t the most natural starting point for me, either, and you have to think that since
you’re still working in Finland, then how can you connect to that Finnish body, that Finnish body of
art.
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Essi: People are really subservient here in that we always think of the audience first. And yet we
younger-generation artists are of a totally different generation than the majority of theatre-goers. You
easily end up doing things from outside yourself.
Akse: If you’d want to have an audience for something other than what a text-oriented audience is used
to, then it might be even easier to just leave than to try to educate the audience to like your style.
Essi: The most essential thing for me is the artistic team and the space. No matter where you go, the
mood and feeling are key. Text can be good, too – that there’s a text that appeals to the audience and
then within that you can still operate however you want.
Akse: There’s always the demand that you should explain the point to the press or the production
team. Everyone’s just trying to simplify and generalise the whole time. You have to avoid going along
with that simplification business, which is challenging, because at the same time you want to be clear.
Theatre is still a pretty big construct in comparison to, say, painting. It demands things be maintained:
partner organisations, spaces, etc. ”And this tells about this and I’m doing this because”. While the
direction you’d like to go in is that you’d like to mute the background noise as much as possible. And
that, in turn, invites a certain orientation to the local. How could you be able to create theatre with as
much dedication as if you painted or wrote? Is it possible within these existing structures?

II

Juhana: When I direct, I’ve always aimed for pulling apart the rehearsal situation somehow,
by for instance warming up and starting from zero: from what’s in that room on that day. And when
I’ve tried to think what the background of this sort of tradition of doing things is, then it maybe leads
back to somewhere in the States in the 1960s, to the contemporaries of John Cage, for whom the
“now” moment was key. It also involves a certain postmodern way of combining and picking things
that are in the air.

Akse: I recognise that. I’d like for you guys to open up your relationship to popular culture and how
it affects your work. From what vantage points do we make those observations? We’re united by that
something that isn’t local, popular culture that comes from somewhere else – to generalise shamelessly, from the States: YouTube clips, TV series, comedy sketch series …
From the left: Jarno Kuosa, Essi Räisänen, Akse Pettersson,
Juhana von Bagh | Photos Juhana von Bagh and Jarno Kuosa.
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On popular culture

Juhana: One potential problem is that we lose memory. For movies, it’s about two to ten years from
now. Anne Bogart writes that theatre and drama are specifically the art of memory: questions or paradoxes that swirl around inside the text and survive there from one century to the next.
Essi: I certainly feel that as an artist I’m very ahistorical. There’s personal history and family history,
but no tradition. The Simpsons are my history, but on the other hand they intertwine into childhood in
the early 1990s at the eastern border (of Finland). With popular culture, you of course flirt in terms of,
for instance, sound and costumes. We’re so distinctly the TV generation. And maybe it above all about
form and dramaturgy: when you’ve watched Looney Tunes your whole childhood, then on the stage
you run at the same speed.
Akse: In a recent production I directed, I put in a reference to Terminator: everyone behind a screen,
guns raised, red light, and the Terminator theme. I thought it was completely obvious to everyone what
was going on. Later it turned out that even half the actors didn’t understood what was going on.
Jarno: I’ve skateboarded, snowboarded – they’re their own worlds, and my clothes and music have
come through them. I don’t own a television. It’s a nice idea to protect yourself from all the noise. But
then this thing called the laptop showed up.
When it comes to popular culture and referencing, I wonder about that certain postmodern irony.
Perhaps here you go back to that tradition of amateur theatre you come from and that contains within
it some assertion or observation that you stand behind. Popular culture contains lots of fragmentation,
and I have a very ambivalent relationship to that. Although of course I’m pretty deep in that game, too.
Akse: In the amateur background I come from, a hot dog during intermission is the thing. I’ve had to
reject that tradition, even though on an ironic level I’m really proud of it. I don’t feel the need to go
to Japan for ten years to study Butoh or Suzuki. I can’t jump into a different context. But then popular
culture disappears so quickly, and then you can lose context, too. The snowboard example is good,
because there’s an enormous amount of shared culture.
I’ve given up television and goddamn that computer of mine at home just keeps humming and you just
suck stuff up. It would be fun to do Transformers theatre, but you have to reject it because you get the
feeling that it wouldn’t communicate anymore. Could you just do what you do without worrying about
it, or should you fix onto some tradition and try to deepen your own work that way, churn out some
dissertation? Or only do sketches, watch YouTube videos?
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III
le now?

I saw a stack of logs and cried
Juhana: What’s something for you guys that you’ve been wanting to investigate for a whi-

Jarno: It definitely has to do with corporality; just a second ago we were talking about computers.
The stage: living and thinking existence – to me that is the basic dialect of the stage, the basic element
that’s always narrowing in this world through these gadgets. Being is being popularised. Visual perception is mechanised from the time we’re very young.
Juhana: I feel that since being in the city is often like a television that surfs from one channel to the
next, on the stage, when you’re sweating, suddenly you’re here and in an experience that you can’t put
into words. Something that feels much more fundamental. Of course then there’s the question of how
you communicate that. There’s also something very Finnish about a certain silence. An escape.
Essi: I just read a letter to the editor from someone who wrote that they had seen a stack of logs in the
city and that for them this was like a tidal wave that tossed them into this childhood experience in the
1950s that had specifically to do with some sort of physical being: scents, smells, tastes, temperature.
A unverbalisable feeling of childhood.
Juhana: What do you want from the theatre? Aren’t you also looking for that sort of physical substance
alongside auditory stimulation and visuality?
Essi: That it have layers. Then of course there are subjects. For instance, gender has travelled along in
many of my projects as a subject. Now I have everyone on the stage the whole time. Living being on
the stage – theatre is the place where we safeguard it. The poetry of the stage is something other than
linguistic. Theatre as a place of memory. Juha Siltanen’s psycho-history of the Finnish Civil War depicts our generation a lot: things that started in the Civil War and are carried down through the generations. Physical things that travel in families. And they are corporal.

From the left: Jarno Kuosa, Essi Räisänen, Akse Pettersson |
Photos Juhana von Bagh and Jarno Kuosa.
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IV

Art and society

Essi: I feel that art should be societal “hands off” space, free from regulation. Society is
horribly regulated and at the mercy of market forces, and that’s why theatre ought to be something
else. Free from such “currentness” and commercial stimulus.
Akse: Theatre is being dominated by the fear that old audiences are disappearing: I’d like to start taking the role of a saboteur that let’s just tear it all down, for real and fast. Put it out of its misery. I want
the context we live in to be favourable to us. So we wouldn’t always have to act as a counterforce.
Juhana: It feels like you’re somehow a representative of a small generation, your relationship to society easily ends up small, personal. I’ve also tried to remove myself from that certain kind of hard
physicality and tradition of punishment that both the Finnish image of masculinity and the history of
physical theatre are chock-full of. Maybe along the lines of that we’re as serious as preceding generations but still mix it with a certain lightness. The experience that the body can be a suggestion.
Essi: We’re the generation whose childhood experiences included the breakup of the Soviet Union, the
Gulf War, IT, and all sorts of ruptures and globalisation. And then we all have a relationship to China
through everything we use. We’re so bound to violence and oppression through the market economy.
Akse: It would be interesting to think about that smallest common denominator.
Juhana: I can’t get a grasp of what that big change should be. My own ethos is at the level that if everyone would just listen to [the indie pop band] Minä ja Ville Ahonen…
Essi: Having a child has been the sort of thing that makes you think about the future: in what sort of
world it will live? Something truly has to change on a big scale.
Jarno: In the 1980s, Arto Melleri was asked what he’d like to teach his children, and he responded that
he hopes that they’d have the courage to live. I saw a rock gig in Estonia, at Laulumäki in Tallinn, in
the 1980s, and they had this totally intellect-free hubris and freedom. Everyone comes out from behind
the curtains, asses bare, ”oh, there’s a gig here”. That entire boom-era hubris that there are plenty of
resources. We’ve grown up in those schools where they started to re-use schoolbooks. After the recession, the perspective on people was suddenly totally different. People changed from a resource into an
expense.
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V

(The new?) directing
Juhana: What’s central for you guys in your own work?

Jarski: The most essential thing is being together. That you can be vulnerable to others.
Essi: Energy and the elicitation of potential. Being together. Striving in a positive spirit for something
multi-levelled, multi-tracked, polyphonic.
Jarno: Polyphony is specifically characteristic to amateur theatre. “This group is gathering in this
field.”
Essi: I concretely try to share terrain through exercises and find a shared reality in which everyone can
also make their own choices. Independent work as distinct from strong director-dependency.
Juhana: To treat others as independent artists and get each team member’s thoughts into the work.
From the general to the vision of that specific team.
What kinds of questions come up for you over and over in your work?
Essi: How do you find energy and carry it through the performance: intensity, etc. And on the other
hand, letting go: in every project, I try to start from how to free ourselves from expectations of what
should be on the stage, how one should be on it.

Jarno: Peter Brook’s The Empty Space made an impression on me back in the day. The basic questions it presents about spectator and actor and space. I mean how it’s good to think about them fresh
every time I approach the stage.
Essi: In Fucking Åmal I wanted something really messy and sticky, but the set turned out to be Styrofoam, which nothing sticks to. Maybe it’s sort of establishing wishes, the continuous shaping of your
worldview.
Juhana: What’s new in your own directing work?
Essi: What’s new for me is a certain lightness in terms of my own history. Plus my relationship to
work: you can get by with amazingly little.
Jarno: Shared corporality, an attempt at a different way of being.

From the left: Juhana von Bagh, Jarno Kuosa, Essi Räisänen,
Akse Pettersson | Photos Juhana von Bagh and Jarno Kuosa.
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Essi: Doing things wrong, causing collisions. There might be a stage somewhere that I’m like, “Blech,
I’m not going to do anything here! But what about those aisles… I wonder if you could climb up
them?” You try to clean and free yourself of expectations. Freeing myself of traumas has been important for me personally and for my most important teachers. Moving towards shame. And free from
conventions. Some immigrant rap artist who has never been to the theatre ends up being my lead in
Vaasa. That’s really goddamn fruitful.
Jarno: Shared corporality has to do with that. The finest moment in a performance can be when the
stagehand goes up on stage. That’s where it’s easiest to see the person. Doing things ”wrong” is related
to that, and so is breathing together.
The best thing is when you think you’re doing something new and original and then you realise it’s the
same old drivel as always.
Juhana von Bagh
Juhana von Bagh

(b. 1981) received his masters in theatre arts from the directing programme
at Theatre Academy Helsinki in 2012, having previously studied at Trinity College in Dublin
and the University of Helsinki. His most recent works have been Playing Storytelling (Living
Theater, New York), The Soviet Union (National Theatre of Finland), the music video Heliumpallo and the short film Nuoruusjuttu. He is currently working on a production for Helsinki
Dance Company with choreographer Jyrki Karttunen. von Bagh has won the Koura Prize and the
Radio Play Award of the Blind.
Jarno Kuosa (b. 1979) received his masters in theatre arts from the directing

programme at Theatre Academy Helsinki in 2012. In addition, he has a bachelor’s degree from
the Stadia (univ. of applied sciences) directing programme in theatre and performing arts. He
has directed at several theatres, including the Jyväskylä City Theatre, Theatre Viirus and Wasa
Teater. Over the past year, he has worked at YLE Finnish Broadcasting Company radio theatre,
Svenska Teatern and the Seinäjoki City Theatre. At the moment he is preparing a monologue
written with the actor Joonas Heikkinen, Hurmioitunut värittäjä (The Ecstatic Dyer), for the
Pentinkulma Days festival.
Essi Räisänen (b. 1982) is a director who graduated from the Theatre Academy
Helsinki in 2011. A Helsinki resident, she is currently touring city theatres around Finland and
working on a grant-funded production in Helsinki. Her next work is The Geography of Fear, a
production that deals with gender, fear, revenge and the struggle to liberate oneself from them.

Akse Pettersson

(b. 1984) is a theatre director and artistic director of Teatteri Takomo (2012- ).
He was one of the artists who worked on director-journalist Susanna Kuparinen’s Parliament
series of documentaries at Ryhmäteatteri . He directs regularly for Theatre Viirus, most recently
Tröst, a monologue he co-wrote with Oskari Pöysti, and
Det lystna landet, two plays, written by Finn Iunker.

Lija Fischer:
Between
Fact
and
Fiction

I’ve always preferred fiction to fact. I’ve never been one to read biographies, because the life stories of
real people have always felt boring or embarrassing. So how did I end up doing a production based on
my own experiences and family stories? How do I deal with the personal in a way that’s interesting to
myself and to others?
14

In art, the personal is unavoidable. It is nevertheless also problematic, because we often imagine
something is special or interesting because for us it is personal, important and true. A personal relationship doesn’t always serve the work. Just the opposite – what is personal to the artist often doesn’t
communicate as very special or interesting to the audience. With unfortunate frequency, the personal
acts as an excuse for work that itself can be mediocre, superficial, inept, and not completely thought
through. As if being personal compensated for poor quality.
I’ve thought about the thematics of being a stranger for a long time. I’m Jewish, I was born in the Soviet Union, and I moved to Finland at the age of seven. So I’m a first-generation emigrant, immigrant,
and in my family, being an emigrant truly runs in the blood. Being a stranger is an essential part of my
identity and affects the choices I make in life and art. My thesis project for the directing arts programme at the Theatre Academy Helsinki, Välissä olemisen taito (The Skill of Being Between) dealt with
how I live as a part of several cultures without fully belonging to any of them.
One evening at a party I met playwright-dramaturg Okko Leo, who was interested in this thematics
due to his own background. We talked for a long time about emigrant identity, the sensation of homelessness, living between cultures, and losing my mother tongue. The theme of an inherited refugee identity intrigued both of us. Remembering – especially misremembering – also interested us,
people’s way of telling their own history. What do we remember, what do we forget? What is the
story we tell about ourselves? What story remains untold? This sparked a process that resulted in the
play Vieraat (Guests).
A working process took shape in which I told Okko episodes of my family’s history, as well as
my own experiences of moving to Finland. We met for a year with regular irregularity. From time
to time, Okko would ask questions; sometimes he wanted to hear more about a particular person
or event. I remembered. I remembered my own experiences, the small and large moments of my

life. I remembered the stories of my family, the ones my grandparents had told me. Stories about war,
the siege of Leningrad, life in the Soviet Union. Stories from my grandparents’ childhood, of the home
in the Ukraine they had left behind, emigrated from. Okko listened and wrote the play based on what
stuck in his ear and what ended up interesting him.
My relatives underwent a metamorphosis on Okko’s desk, events changed form. Proportions became
distorted. People began to speak a language of their own, the language written by Okko. We did not
try to correct or avoid misunderstanding or misremembering; on the contrary we stressed them. Guests
does not, then, tell about my family; it is a fictitious work about fictitious characters. On the other
hand, due to the process, the work is powerfully personal to me.
I want to deal with my experiences living between three cultures and my move to Finland. I want to
bring to the stage the vanishing stories of my family, the experience of estrangement, the sensation
of homelessness. And yet I don’t want to start putting my own story and that of my family on stage,
because I don’t believe that’s the way to bring about interesting art. The process Okko and I discovered
affords me the opportunity to deal with those themes and my own personal history, without having to
carry the burden of the personal and autobiographical.
Through the process of preparing the text, my relatives have become strangers to me in a good way. As
long the names of the characters appearing in the work were taken from their forebears, the names of
real people, it was difficult to approach the play as a play. When an event didn’t match the real event,
I’d get the feeling that, wait, something’s wrong here. Renaming the characters freed me to think of the
play as a play – and at the same time, I’m able to establish a more personal relationship to characters
because I no longer monitor their factuality. Distancing brings me closer, brings freedom to the process
of identification.
I’m going to be directing a production that is not fact but not fully fiction, either. The locations where
events take place are familiar to me; I have lived in them or heard stories about them my whole life.
I don’t find myself or my relatives in the play’s characters, but I do find reflections of both. For me,
the upcoming production is situated between fact and fiction, and in between is where I’ve learned to
enjoy being.
Lija Fischer, in April 2013
Guests – a Family Saga

Premiere at the Stage Festival, 14 August 2013, at the
Korjaamo in Helsinki. Opening night in Lappeenranta on 12 September 2013.
Text Okko Leo, direction Lija Fischer. Produced by the Lappeenranta City
Theatre and Korjaamo Culture Factory.
Lija Fischer (b. 1978) was born in Leningrad, the Soviet Union,
to a Russian Jewish family. Fischer has sometimes joked that she was born
in a city that no longer exists, in country that no longer exists, and as part
of a people that no longer exist as a people per se. Received a directing
degree from Theatre Academy Helsinki in spring 2011.
Currently a director at the Lappeenranta City Theatre and heads the
theatre company Vapaa Vyöhyke (Free Zone). Is interested in visual and
physical theatre and would like to direct opera in the future as well. The
productions she directs often feature many different performance forms
simultaneously – in her most recent works, dance and puppet theatre
have been utilised as part of the piece. Key works: Queen C, Wuthering
Heights, Onneli and Anneli and Performance Series 12.
Photo Noomi Ljungdell.
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Milja Sarkola:
I Direct,
Write,
Think
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I’m a theatre director by profession. I think about and for the stage every day. When I write, I always
write directly for the stage, with the stage in mind. The topic that dogs me is performing and perfomance, both on the stage and in life. Roles, authenticity, honesty, artificiality, falsehood, hypocrisy, selfbetrayal. I have grown up in the wings of the theatre; my father was an actor. The theatre has always
been present in my life, whether I wanted it or not. My relationship to actors is very charged. I admire
their work, I revel in their fun, articulate company.
I’m more creative and inventive when I direct than when I write. When I write, I set some sort of truth
as a requirement for myself. I want to believe what I’m writing. And not just believe; I want it to be
true and accurate. True and accurate in terms of my observations and experiences. Linguistically true
and accurate. And I try to avoid the emergence of form as long as possible. I strive to remain in my
observations and experiences as long as possible. I feel that text forms (rhythm, repetition, sentence
structure, speaker’s attitude, etc.) that emerge too early lock in and narrow the text.
As a director, I have more choices. Another person’s creativity, truth, and perceptions add meaning to
the text and the stage. As a writer, I act alone. I have no one to refer to, no one to seek inspiration from.
I can find momentary inspiration in other texts, music, movies, and images, but that is only dodging
the real work at hand, which is recording my own thinking. For me, writing is thinking, and I can’t
write text that is any more intelligent, creative, cultured, bold, or deep than I’m capable of thinking. I
can fool myself by quoting and citing and commenting. The brutality of writing lies in that, time and
again, you have to accept the limitedness of your recurring themes and sentence structures and stylistic
devices and thinking.
Of course you are faced with the same limits as a director, too. But the result of the work is not solely
my responsibility. When I’m directing my own text, I strive primarily to listen to and react to what is
happening around me. (When I direct others’ texts or from premises other than those of an existing
text, my role as a director is of course more active than when directing a text of my own.) As a conscientious person, I do make plans, I plan various starting points and try to define ways of working in
advance. But in practice, in rehearsal situations, my direction is, for the most part, reactive. It’s hard
for me to accept an authoritarian process and hierarchies when I work in a group. I’m not capable of it
myself. I can’t force an actor.

I don’t like inventiveness on the stage. I want every solution to be profound and complete. I don’t like
coming up with fun solutions together just because we have to come up with something for theatre to
look like theatre. Nor do I like provocation and brutality, shocking some imaginary bourgeois audience. I want to approach art more seriously and comprehensively than as a mere comment on the world
that exists. With every new work, I want to create a new world, new laws. And I want to acknowledge to myself my attempts to borrow from other artists. I see a big difference between borrowing and
finding inspiration. When you’re borrowing, you haven’t created anything new, you haven’t told me
anything essential. When you’re borrowing, you try to convince yourself and others that your thinking
is of the same scale as the thinking you’re borrowing from. When you’re inspired, your environment
makes an impression on you and you draw your own conclusions from it: new connections, new causeand-effect relationships, new chains of association and new meanings.

Those moments when thinking just happens
Revealing and being revealed are themes that shadow me. When I’m writing, and directing as well, I
try in some way to reveal things to myself. The fun, fascinating moments in writing come when you
suddenly wonder, does this person really talk this way? Those moments when you think you know and
have mastered your material and thinking, and then something totally different emerges from it. But
this paradox is that you can’t directly strive for these moments; the insights generally emerge when
I’ve furiously been trying to verbalise something totally different. And in some way active seeking and
serious struggling lead to those passive discoveries, to those moments in which thinking just ”happens,” when I’m no longer steering it.
What have I aimed for in my directing? Beauty, consolation, insight, perhaps bewilderment.
I find educational, pedagogical theatre numbing and dull. I don’t want my production to have a message; individual characters in my plays may have some personal need to educate, but as a director and a
writer I don’t want a message. I want to portray life as precisely, closely, diversely, clearly and understandably as possible. I want to portray people wrestling with the conflicting pressures of emotions and
urges versus reason and intellect.
Milja Sarkola

Milja Sarkola

(b. 1975) is a freelance theatre director
and playwright. She received a master’s degree in theatre
and drama from the Theatre Academy Helsinki in 2006.
Key works: I taket lyser stjärnorna, Lilla Teatern,
2012, dramaturgy and direction. The Family member,
Teatteri Takomo 2011, text and direction
(won the 2012 Thalia prize for play of the year).
In Human Disguise, direction, Zodiak Center
for New Dance 2009 (won the Prix Jardin
d’Europe 2012 choreography prize).
Sarkola was artistic co-director of
Teatteri Takomo with Pauliina Feodoroff, 2009-2012.

Photo Pauliina Feodoroff.
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Simple Events, Zodiak – Center for New Dance | Lightning design Tomi Humalisto | Photo Tomi Humalisto.

Designers’ View
How Could
Things Be Done
Differently?

Who owns a performance? How could productions be created and designed differently in a time where
forms of authorship and performance have transformed and expanded? In what ways have the roles of
stage designer and lighting designer changed? What is the significance of digital technology in all this?
Participating in a discussion of these themes are stage and costume designer Reija Hirvikoski and
lighting designer Tomi Humalisto, who have pondered these issues in their own work as artists as well
as in their dissertation research and pieces.

What does doing things differently mean in practice?
Tomi Humalisto: For me, doing things differently means the attempt to find various alternatives, artistic methods that diverge from traditional or currently prevailing practices in lighting design. Putting
a production together involves a lot of rules, hierarchies, and established ways of doing things. They
have developed because creating unity, managing the multiple elements of a production, has demanded and continues to demand significant amounts discipline and efficiency. And yet it’s important to
remember that, as ways of doing things and circumstances change, established operating modes can’t
be applied to them mechanistically. For me, this doing differently is loosely related to post-feminist
discussion, and I acknowledge my debt to Judith Butler’s notion of repeating differently , which she
presented in her work Gender Trouble. For me, it means conscious, fruitful divergence from assumed
models.
Reija Hirvikoski: I’ve emphasised and underlined that a performance is a unified symbiosis, in which
the scenographer or performance designer, like all the artists – including the director – should have a
genuine desire to serve the shared production. A designer has to understand the spatial use of the stage
and director’s interpretation of the written work. She always also has to consider the performance from
the perspective of its direction; she has to find the core of the possible direction for herself. She has to
have a directional eye. A performance designer strives to resolve the spatial and visual relationship between the human body and, for instance, projections. I share Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s thinking about
the phenomenological experience of space and fine art. A stage design is then, always also a directorial
solution. What we’re dealing with are new notions of the profession and role of the scenographer and
alternative perspectives on hierarchical working relationships.
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You’ve both stressed shared expertise and artistic collaboration based on a
relationship between equals. What does this new sort of authorship demand
of designers?
TH: It’s not just a matter of roles, but of the designers’ desire and opportunity to have a profound
impact on the contents of the end result, the work’s dramaturgy and aesthetics. In a process of this
sort, no one can afford to be selfish in the wrong way. More important than personal authorship is that
subjugating your own visions and art to the visions of others and to that unpredictable entity that emerges from collaboration. The strength of these productions has incontestably been the cooperation and
dialogue, but this collaborative ethos that sounds so positive has traditionally been based on an strong
sense of hierarchy. Along with equal and parallel working methods, the re-examination of hierarchies
is an acute question for today’s artists.
RH: You’ve done a lot of work with contemporary dance and theatre and in general art that’s distinct
from spoken theatre or storytelling based on a dramatic text. In those areas, it has been easier to tear
down the traditional hierarchies and boundaries between power and responsibility. It’s also a matter
of healthy self-confidence, of respecting one’s own expertise. Of mutual or reciprocal respect among
professions.
TH: You have to enjoy working as a team. When you’re working as a team, everyone has to have their
individual perspective and idea that they believe in, but it’s equally important to see the alternative solutions others bring to the table. The designer has to be able to not only justify his own viewpoints, but
also to understand others’ justifications and possess the capacity for enthusiasm about things that might
be strange and foreign to him. This is the way bold, open-minded solutions emerge.

Crime and Punishment, Oulu City Theatre | Adaption and Stage
and Costume Design Reija Hirvikoski | Photo Reija Hirvikoski
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RH: Not all directors are ready for collaboration based on equal relationships. Perhaps they’re guarding their territory and consider themselves experts in all fields. For instance, I’ve criticised how little
variation exists in the spatial conceptions utilised in plays and performances. We have a passive, static
relationship to space. Nor does the director always possess the necessary imagination. And this is one
specific instance where the stage designers could always offer much more radical conceptions of space. On the other hand, that would demand much deeper comprehension of the use of space on the part
of the director. Surprisingly few directors have the visual competence or the mastery of spatial dynamics to effectively set off the actor – the dynamics of people in relation to space.

In what ways is this collaborative design or shared authorship evident in the
end result, in the performance? What sorts of examples do you have of
equality-based, hierarchy-breaking collaboration?
TH: Performances don’t always have to be director-initiated. I don’t think of lighting design as autonomous territory, either.
RH: Choreographer Arja Pettersson and I did Crime and Punishment, which we dramatised together.
In this case, the director/choreographer and the performance designer and the video designer/ cinematographer worked together, and it was a good example of work that tore down traditional hierarchies.
The choreographer and the scenographer created the dramaturgy, and although the direction was in
the choreographer’s name, I felt like I was a completely equal partner, because we worked on the text
throughout the rehearsal process. Using video as a scenographic element was the original and absolute
starting point for my design. On a joint shooting trip to St Petersburg, we picked out content-related
images and motifs from the environment together. The important thing was getting the overall dramaturgy, actors’ expression, and the transitions and other elements of the projections to work together.
Matching the colours through the actors’ costumes demanded the most effort in my design – creating
a contemporary poverty of the right sort that was still credible. I believe we succeeded in this, thanks
precisely to this collaboration. By the way, I was the one who initiated the working relationship with
the theatre.

The Idiot, Espoo City Theatre | Stage and Costume Design Reija
Hirvikoski |Projections Reija Hirvikoski, Kaisa Salmi and Stefan Bremer | Photo Reija Hirvikoski.

TH: In the series known as Dark Project, my role expanded in many directions. I did the set design for
the work. In addition, I was the one who called the whole project team together, led it, and answered
for the production’s finances. So I also handled those responsibilities that traditionally correspond to
those of director or choreographer. On the other hand, roles were flexible in lots of directions: the team
also had a big influence on the lighting and space design. Expanded and parallel roles of this nature
opened up more space than normal for creating the lighting design. And it was precisely this extra space that affected the performance’s visual and spatial-temporal end result. As a matter of fact, lighting
design was the starting point for the entire concept for the piece. We succeeded in creating a multisensory spectator experience.
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What does the future look like?
TH: I think that in the future people will work in different roles in different contexts. Employees will
shift from role to role and project to project. Work communities and committing to them will no longer
be of such great significance; on the other hand, the longing for security and permanence will not
wholly disappear. Instead of a narrow specialisation, many of us possess increasingly broad competence, which also makes it easier to find work. We switch roles more and more frequently. This also
raises the issue of the superficiality of professional roles and professional identity. How can generalists
survive in circumstances where practical specialisation is also demanded of them?
RH: I think we are coming back, in a healthy way, to historical cycles – to the renaissance person. I’ve
always found the notion of a person being solely capable of one-track thinking, competence, and activity really limiting. I believe in well-rounded multi-talents.
TH: We have to develop the ability and motivation to think beyond and across existing boundaries. The
forms and aims of contemporary performances change: they’ve been in such turmoil that challenges
are growing more intense for every member of the artistic team, whether director, choreographer, set
designer, or lighting designer. Everyone is constantly being forced to face new problems.
RH: In order to develop, the theatre of the future also needs actors who understand the significance of
visuality of all varieties as story-telling – not as competition for the actors. What matters is not what
the original written text or manuscript says, but rather how it’s treated on stage.
Hanna Helavuori
Reija Hirvikoski
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(b. 1954), doctor of arts (2005), a professional stage and costume designer
since 1979. Her dissertation Tahdon tiellä (Where there’s a Will there’s a Way, the Role and Position of the Scenographer) was published by the University of Art and Design, Aalto Arts Helsinki in 2005. Stages and costumes for theatre designed by Hirvikoski mount over one hundred
with classics, musicals, dance, circus, children and new drama. She also works within TV- and
film productions. Reija Hirvikoski takes part in many exhibitions both Finland and abroad. She
was the curator of PQ11 Finnish National Exhibition. Reija Hirvikoski is the chair of OISTAT
Performance Design and member of OISTAT Governing Board (2009-2015).
Tomi Humalisto (b. 1970) is freelance lighting designer and visual artist who has worked and
collaborated in several visual art and performance projects during last 17 years. His lighting
designs and stage designs has been seen particularly in contemporary dance productions. He has
also been creating and supervising performance projects, lately the Dark Project 3: Light Noise
(2010-2012) Humalisto defended his artistic doctoral work concerning alternative approaches
on lighting design June 2012 in Theatre Academy Helsinki. Humalisto is a member of Artists
Association MUU, Finnish Lighting and Sound Designer’s Union
and the live art group Esitystaiteen Seura.

Stretchers of
Instruments and
Poetic Forms of
Video Expression

The boundaries of authorship have blurred. Instead of a despotic artist using a hierarchical position
of power, more and more frequently designers discuss and decide jointly what material will be used
and what material will be selected for the performance. More and more often, a performance means
collective authorship. This applies especially particularly to productions making use of various media.
Juha Jokela wrote and directed The Patriarch as the Finnish National Theatre’s 140 anniversary play.
The video design was the handiwork of Timo Teräväinen. The Patriarch is an example of a process
in which the roles of playwright and director melded and the stage idiom was built and developed in
collaboration with a video designer.
In the spring of 2013, Timo Teräväinen was awarded the Säde prize for his stylistically pure and multifaceted use of video in The Patriarch. According to the jury, the production is full of ”beautiful, considered shifts from one image to the next as well as extremely high-quality use of live video”; nor could
”the projections be removed from the performance in any way.” ”The images offer the spectator the
opportunity for cinematic changes in perspective, while still leaving open the opportunity for perceiving both the whole and simultaneity. The simultaneity that takes place on the stage seems to embed
the projection surfaces even more firmly into the performance.”

Making meta-levels visible through video
Juha Jokela has a background as a screenwriter for television series, and his collaboration with Timo
Teräväinen reaches back to this era. In his plays Mobile Horror (2003) and The Fundamentalist (2006),
which Jokela directed for a small chamber theatre, he still strove to keep theatre and television distinct
from each other. In The Performance Economy (2010), the premise was fundamentally different. It was
his first theatre collaboration with Teräväinen, and video became an essential element of the performance.
Juha Jokela: ”The theme of The Performance Economy was how society manifests as various performances and how they permeate society. This flood of impulses is impossible to deal with on stage by
any other means than images. By that point, the use of video in theatre was by no means a new thing.
It was important for me that I be able to find some new take on it. There would be nothing compelling
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about me hanging out backstage shooting actors with a handheld camera or having a closed space projected on stage. All this had already been done by Castorf, Zholdak or Smeds.”
”Thanks to Timo Teräväinen’s expertise, it was possible to do away with the theatre-video thing and
try to do something totally different. In the early stages of the process, we developed the idea of three
screens, two cameras, and a chroma key stage, where we were able to show how the illusion was created. So we concretely showed how the performance was being created and, that way, these meta-levels.
In a sense, this was an adaptation of Brecht’s epic theatre.”
The same overall thinking also fundamentally applied to Teppo Järvinen’s set design, which for Jokela means ”a system comparable to dramaturgy, within which things develop”.

Video image as an organic part of staged movement
Prior to The Performance Economy, Timo Teräväinen had no experience with production projections
on large stages. Their shared background in television helped the artists, in that they knew the sort of
aesthetics and dramaturgy they were going for.
Juha Jokela: ”The visualisation of The Performance Economy is such that if a scene is a television
documentary, then it looks like a television documentary. We used different, identifiable forms of
visualisation. The trailer for the performance was like a movie trailer; we used the style of television
current events shows, the Finnish films of the 1950s, etc. We played with these various possibilities of
visualisation. The form of Timo’s ”Tapiola Upgraded” “corporate documentary video” takes this to a
completely new level. The viewer starts to believe that it‘s a project that really could be realised. The
video looked that real. The first-rate actors were another huge advantage, since they were able to shift
styles in the blink of an eye.”
This shared thinking of the director-playwright and video designer then transferred to The Patriarch at
the Finnish National Theatre.

The Patriarch, The Finnish National Theatre | Direction and text Juha
Jokela | Video design Timo Teräväinen | Photo Stefan Bremer.
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”When I moved over to the main stage at the Finnish National Theatre, the idea was to bring volume
to the mise-en-scène through video image. In a large space, where people look small, the mise-enscène becomes the basic unit in a different way. I’m not exactly practiced at moving masses of people
around. I wanted to be able to preserve perceptions of what’s being said and intimacy.”
”We wanted to achieve close-ups in image and sound. This was possible by using tools from movie
and television. From the beginning, it was clear that we wanted to use video. On the other hand, we
also had to be bold: we had to dare to give up the idea if we decided it didn’t work. In and of itself,
video doesn’t have any inherent value as the premise for everything. The question was one of how to
use the space and create a dramaturgically appropriate stage idiom.”
Juha Jokela was already thinking about using video during the screenwriting stage. The raw text for
The Patriarch was a reading done in Normandy, at a workshop of French and Finnish playwrights. At
that phase, Jokela used his video camera to shoot random footage of the shore and the garden in the
backyard of his vacation lodgings. On the other hand, the production evolved to include associations to
movies.
JJ: ”These windows, frames, and then an individual in a more expansive landscape are like those seen
in, for instance, Woody Allen’s film Manhattan. And since the main female role was played by Kirsti
Wallasvaara, a Finnish film icon from the 1960s, the idea emerged that the flashbacks could remind
us of the black-and white films of the era. Plus then we had this mirror dramaturgy: a person sees himor herself through something.”

The Performance Economy, Espoo City Theatre | Direction and text
Juha Jokela | Video design Timo Teräväinen.

Jokela and Teräväinen were seeking a form of expression in which the video could be a more organic
part of the movement on stage. They attempted to humanise the video, they wanted to make it more
fluid and more invisible than in The Patriarch. As Jokela talks about the stage idiom of play, the words
speech, movement, poetic mood and music come up again and again. For Jokela, poetic expression
means not having to verbalise, that images and music play a more prominent role. The expressive form
corresponds to our experience of life. Jokela and Teräväinen emphasise the importance of a shared
language and thinking.
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Seeking – and finding – a common visual grammar
By the time of The Patriarch, Timo Teräväinen had the clear advantage of previous experience working
on the main stage of the Finnish National Theatre, in the production The North Star 2011.
Timo Teräväinen: ”I knew how to request certain equipment, sufficiently powerful cameras and projectors. During The North Star I had gained an understanding of what the stage demanded.”
Still, The Patriarch was experimentation and exploration from the start.
JJ: ”My basic fear in the spring, once we had started rehearsals, was what if we don’t find a stage
idiom after all. But then we found that window frame for the Normandy scene in the beginning, the
music from Wim Wenders’ movie Pina Pausch and the movement for the image. We had found one
element, a piece that would definitely work.”
TT: ”Initially it was tough for me to get a grasp of the visual milieu that Juha wanted for the play. We
found Helsinki by night, a certain part of town and time of year and just the right weather more or less
by accident at a pretty late stage, after a lot of experimentation. We didn’t shoot the material for the
simultaneous scenes until the final week [of rehearsals]. It’s always a matter of getting into that visual
milieu that the director dreams of. Then there was this additional thing going on at the National Theatre, the programming of the Hippo software system, which demanded a lot of energy. The system’s
technical integration took place during this production.”
One key insight that the artistic team had, involved the way the actors talk, which Jokela calls greenroom chatter.
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JJ: ”Timo shot our artistic team’s conversations, and I realised how interesting people are; no grand
gestures and still very energetic. They talk over each other, the conversation is vibrant and the dialogue
flows. I still wanted to bring movement into it, which is why in the 40-year birthday party scene, we
enter with movement, and stop to celebrate at the edge of the orchestra pit, in other words some sort of
chasm.”

The bigger the stage, the more it begins screaming
for a mise-en-scène and
a director’s visual vision. (Juha Jokela)
Teräväinen considers movie and television production more streamlined than the process of creating
theatre.
TT: ”The cameraman doesn’t participate in the artistic process in the same way as in theatre. In many
cases, shooting is execution-level work that doesn’t involve much in the way of artistic freedom, and
tight schedules set their own limits on creativity. The best thing about The Patriarch was specifically
seeking a shared stage idiom, the entire process.”
JJ: ”The impression of the performance being created is always a fantasy. It is not exact. In The Patriarch, it consisted of elements like poetics and movement. The attempt was to integrate videos more
organically into the performance. The important thing was to try to find a connection to the actors
and all the other elements in a way that supported the content. We experienced magical moments
when things began to click. We started from the window theme, from going through the window, we
wondered if the window could be a more abstract Windows-window, which Timo made a demo of. It
didn’t feel right, so we started to develop something more abstract. At this point, we found the works
of Piet Mondrian, then the director’s assistant, Martina Marti, mentioned the intro shots to the police
series Tatort (a police serie on TV). This is how we came up with our own style, which we christened
Tatort-Mondrian. This was also the source of the association to the lines of a badminton court, which

then linked to the thematically significant motif of chess and playing. We had found a common visual
language.”
TT: ”The most important thing with the process was that we strove to keep it open as long as possible.
The Patriarch features pre-shot video material, projections, but also live video, which wasn’t initially
self-evident, because there was no clear dramaturgic justification for it except in terms of the flashback
scenes.”
JJ: ”If video was going to be an organic part of the production, then its use needed to be an unfettered part of the movement sought for the performance. How could we bring this sort of unusual clang
to The Patriarch? How could we bring into the videos a fluidity and on the other hand mise-en-scène
and a dimension of depth? Videos allow you to bring precision to impressions, rhythm, you’re able to
embed situations in a certain location.”
TT: ”The simultaneous scenes were difficult to construct. Hats off to the stagehands, whose attitudes
were right on and who were able to do amazingly precise work in terms of the timing when they moved the boards, so the camera operators were able to focus.”
JJ: ”The rehearsal process was rough on the actors. We found green-room chatter and its intimate
expressive style at an early stage, but being entirely without audience contact, acting with your back to
the audience, demands confidence from an actor. In addition, seeking the story’s stage choreography
demanded a lot of time and must have been very frustrating.”
JJ: ”We spent a long time looking for the opening shot in Normandy, where people are taking in a
garden vista. On the other hand, we found the expanding window image from the same scene early on.
It created exactly the right subconscious impression, the discovery of which gradually solved the entire
idiom of the stage. The man only sees a limited perspective, but he has the illusion that he sees the
entire picture. And then of course the entire play really is that this image of himself as someone who
sees the big picture is crushed.”
The instrument-bending Jokela-Teräväinen duo is continuing its search for a common artistic language: The Performance Economy 2 is being produced at the Espoo City Theatre and will premiere in
autumn 2013.
JJ: ”In The Performance Economy 2, Timo and I are currently examining how to create a flowing
effect by projecting from ceiling to floor. The auditorium has been divided in two, and we’re doing the
projections in the gap that forms within the audience. We’ll see how we’re able to produce different
moods and locations from these premises.”
Juha Jokela and Timo Teräväinen spoke with Hanna Helavuori
Juha Jokela (b. 1970) is a playwright, screenwriter, and director who works in both theatre and
television. Jokela has penned popular television series that often approach contemporary themes
through humour. His plays Mobile Horror (2003) and The Fundamentalist (2006) have been performed at numerous theatres around the world. Jokela has directed the premieres of all his plays,
most recently The Patriarch (2012), the 140th anniversary production at the Finnish National
Theatre. The Performance Economy 2, a sequel to the Espoo City Theatre’s original The Performance Economy (2010), will premiere in autumn 2013.
Timo Teräväinen (b. 1970) has a Master of Arts from the University of Art and Design
Department of Film and Television. He works as a projection designer for theatre and a cinematographer for television and film. Recent works include These Little Town Blues are Melting
Away, directed by Maarit Ruikka at the Turku City Theatre (2013); The Patriarch, directed by
Juha Jokela at the Finnish National Theatre (2012); and a documentary film, Mrs. President,
directed by Aleksi Bardy for Helsinki Filmi (2011).
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anyone of us – a document, The Finnish National Theatre at the Central Railway Station in Helsinki | Direction Saana Lavaste |Text Emilia Pöyhönen | Photo Jonni Pantzar.

Pauliina
Hulkko:
From a Heroic
Visionary to an
Empathizing
Listener
What could be the director’s role in present-day multifaceted theatre (in Finland)? Is there any use for
the auteur? Do we still need a director who masterminds details and makes all the important decisions
– one who envisions and dictates?
It is obvious that, in the new millennium, the director’s mission or task can no longer be the same as in
20th century theatre – as it was in the grand days of the director’s theatre. Today, not just one type of
theatre director exists, just as there is not just one type of theatre. Instead, the director’s art should be
seen in relation to the diverse theatrical realities in which we live. With their novel working methods,
professional orientations, open structures and dismantled hierarchies, these realities challenge the traditional director. The realm of research, especially artist-led research, has also demonstrated its power
in regenerating this new professionalism. In my doctoral dissertation, which I defended in 2013 at the
University of the Arts Helsinki, I presented my own proposal for a new art of the director.
My dissertation research encompassed five artistic works (four performances and one radio play) in
which my responsibilities varied from director to playwright, dramaturge, scenographer, sound designer, and even musician – I played some of the music in two of the works. Yet my original aim was to
compose and assemble both the textual and scenic materials and set them on the stage. This task can be
seen as a combination of a dramaturge’s and a director’s work – which was motivated by my professional training and background in both dramaturgy and directing. However, much research was required
before I was able to articulate a way of working as a director that corresponded to both my artistic
ambitions and the specific quality of the pieces I was hoping to create. It was necessary for me to step
off of the narrow path of auteur directing.
I ended up calling this way of working “dramaturgical directing”. In my understanding, a dramaturgical emphasis distances directing from its traditional foundation. The traditional work of the director –
as it is still taught in higher education and pursued in established theatre institutions in Finland – could
be defined as a decision-oriented practice. It is primarily based on the director’s thematic vision about
a text that s/he transposes onto the stage with the help of actors (and other artistic associates). Dramaturgical directing, instead, requires a time-consuming rehearsal process. At its best, it can turn rehearsing into joint research.
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However, my attempt to redefine the (and my own) director’s art was twofold. As illustrated above,
I started to approach directing as an explicitly dramaturgical process. In addition, I started to discuss
performance making in ethical terms by outlining a material ethics of performance making. Here, by
material I refer to the specific materiality of scenic materials. This materiality encompasses both living
and dead material and human and non-human performers, be they physical artefacts or sound and
space, just to mention a few. A material ethics stems from an ethical understanding of materiality. This
ethics pays particularly close attention to the specific character, to the corporality, of a material. It takes
seriously the ways in which a unique material might wish to be displayed, how it reveals itself. Thus,
underlining the materiality of theatre does not manifest an aesthetic but an ethical and corporeal relation to both theatre making and to the world. This kind of ethical materiality is my main starting point
when directing performances.
This material ethics or ethical materiality led me to the materiality of experience. I became overly captivated by the question: How can I ever understand the experience of the other? The experience of the
other was to become the central premise of my research performances – and my most important “research subject”, one that continues to trouble me. Relying on Emmanuel Levinas’ and Luce Irigaray’s
phenomenology, I investigated the terms on which a performance could be purported to be a proposition for an ethical relationship. My last research performance, Riitta – woman-in-the-house (Kiasma
Theatre 2008), was an attempt to stage this relationship. Among its materials was a text excerpt from
Luce Irigaray. Irigaray’s words verbally incarnate the material goal of both my recent research and the
work I will continue to carry on as a dramaturgical director:
The caress is an enchantment directed at you in a way which is irreducible to the common, to the general,
to the relative neutralization required by collective life. It is an awakening of you to yourself, and also to
me. It is a call to be us, between us.
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The caress is also praise. It is an homage of the evening, of the feast, of the spring to what I have perceived,
sensed and experienced of you during the day, the week, the winter, during daily life woven with the grey of
ordinary requirements, of urban transit, of the submission of sensible rhythms to the instruments of labour
and to the rules of citizenship.
The caress is an invitation to rest, to relax, to perceive, to think and to be in a different way: one which is
more quiet, more contemplative, less utilitarian.		
The caress is a gift of safety, a call to return to yourself through the possible rediscovery of your virginity,
here and now, thanks to me and us: your virginity understood not as a simply physical or phantasmic
thing which is lost or preserved, violable or inviolable, and thus always beyond, never present
but still and yet future. (Luce Irigaray. 2004. Key Writings. London & New York: Continuum)

I must admit that the enquiry brought about by my artistic research infected
my attitude towards directing for good. The way I rehearse, the language
I choose to use, have also been permanently affected. It shifted my understanding of what is important in theatre. The entirety of my performance
making was set into a new kind of motion, and hopefully will never stop.
Pauliina Hulkko
Pauliina Hulkko (b. 1966) is a theatre director, dramaturg and
Doctor in Theatre and Drama. Having her background in music, she makes experimental performances encompassing elements from different
art forms: theatre, dance, music, visual arts, etc. Her artistic dissertation
”From Amoralia to Riitta: suggestions for a material ethics of the stage”
discusses ethics particularly in relation to dramaturgy,
aural experience and the performer.
Photo Archive of the Theatre and Media Employees in Finland (Teme).

Collaborating
with an Equal –
Working as
Co-directors

Saana Lavaste and Mika Myllyaho are stage directors; Lavaste is also the artistic director of Teatteri
2.0, which she founded, and Myllyaho is the director of the Finnish National Theatre and a playwright.
They have directed one performance together, and both have experience co-directing elsewhere. Can
divinity be shared? I asked Lavaste and Myllyaho to talk about their experiences. We also spent a moment reflecting on where the idea comes from that Finland doesn’t have so-called ”director’s theater”.
Mika Myllyaho: In 2006, I directed a production of Under the Helsinki Sky with Esa Leskinen at Ryhmäteatteri, and then The North Star at the National Theatre with Saana. But working with a co-director
is not one of the conventions of contemporary theatre. According to the prevailing philosophy of art,
a work can only have one director, and if it were any different, it would fundamentally transform the
worldview and the structures through which the work is viewed. People just find it somehow difficult
to read a work that has more than one creator.
Saana Lavaste: We have had these director duos in Finland, too, but not many. North Star was your
idea.
MM: Yes, I got tired of directing alone. I had this feeling that we should have more discussion in
theatre. I had had good experiences at Ryhmäteatteri regarding what the collectiveness of co-directing
could accomplish. Under the Helsinki Sky is part of the series of productions dealing with changes in
working life where the background work was done by people who have since worked as a team for the
Parliament series of productions: Susanna Kuparinen, Akse Pettersson etc. My first collaborative direction took place without agreed rules, but now with Saana we wanted to agree on things in advance.
In addition, we had, for instance, our own set designers and sound and lighting designers.
SL: It would have felt really brutal to share a total scenographic thinking with another director, that’s
why both of us having our own designers was an extremely effective solution. At big theatres with a
big production team, this is possible.
MM: North Star was an adaptation of a series of novels, and we were creating a fragmentary production. Both of us wrote our own plays, our own scenes, rehearsed separately with our teams, and then
we mixed it up. We directed each other’s scenes. And at times, say Saana’s sound designer and I might
snip out some bit of a scene she had directed.
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SL: We had divided the main headings between us, who writes what: Love. Civil War. Image of masculinity. Image of femininity. Work. Death. Our rule was that, since the working process is a dialogue
between two people, we had to get approval for things from each other. And the other person had veto
rights over your sections.
During the directing process in particular, and in this case the delicate initial stages of the writing
process as well, it was important that you could confide in some other member of the working group,
in other words, the other director. The other director is an equal in relation to the rest of the working
group, and sharing things with him or her doesn’t have a negative impact on the functioning of the
production team. In other instances, it would be really questionable to share things with only one other
member of the working group, but with co-directors you can do that. It helps resolve small crises easily, and keep them from swelling into big ones, since you can discuss them.
MM: Crises are part of giving birth to a work of art, because art is selfish. Just imagine two artists
working on one painting…
SL: The North Star had built-in dialogue (journalist’s note: a country entering civil war, class struggle),
and that’s why this working method was particularly suitable for it. The approach was, as a matter of
fact, a way of communicating the theme, because in this case, we also put our individual selves on the
line. As artists we questioned and allowed the other to question our working methods. We also made
each other justify our choices.

The North Star 2011, The Finnish National Theatre | Direction Saana Lavaste and
Mika Myllyaho | Photo Aura Nukari.

MM: For me, direction has no inherent value in creating worlds. I like to write, I like to explore.
Working with this co-director here already includes the exceptional aspect that you come to watch
another’s work. Directors don’t usually see each other’s directing. But directing as a team is, in the
end, only one way of working, not something special that would excuse anything when the end result
is evaluated.

SL: Exactly. When you select the process, you also decide on the type of content. Collective writing,
devising or, say, the co-directing model all powerfully produce their own sort of content, and it’s good
to be aware of this. As the selection of various working methods expands and grows more common,
the audience’s level of expectations also grows. ”A different process” isn’t enough in and of itself; it
has to be justified in terms of content and, of course, produce theatre that is as good and interesting as
possible.

Isn’t the director’s handprint visible in Finnish theatre?
SL: We get to hear two kinds of conflicting messages on this topic. On the one hand, we are dividing
the power of the traditional auteur–director among the artistic team; on the other, we want some sort of
”European-looking theatre,” where powerful scenographic and directorial formal solutions are central.
MM: Finland has traditionally seen a lot of psychological and text-based theatre, and truly, for instance
German theatre is by and large a theatre of the scenographer. A strong director’s handprint is seen in
comprehensive scenographic thinking. Castorf, Hermanis, Nekrošius, for us Kristian Smeds.
A good example is The Bride of Christ (playwright Heini Junkkaala), which you directed, in which
the central metaphor in the production was visible to the audience the moment they walked into the
theatre. The set was an enormous book, the word, from which doors opened. Scenographer Veera
Laakso has been an effective partner for you.
SL: This assumed invisibility of direction probably also has to do with the fact that in Finland, different, democratic ways of working are growing more common, and the question of the roles of different
professions and their place in the process is gaining emphasis.
MM: And the documentary you directed, anyone of us (premiere 2013) is by and large theatre of the
director. But theatre of the playwright (Emilia Pöyhönen) as well.

(The ”crisis” in directing is actually a question of changes in authorship. All of Finnish theatre art is
developing into something new. / Journalist’s note.)
MM: And we do have directors like Mikko Roiha, who often set designs himself. His handprint is recognisable, the same goes for Kaisa Korhonen. I also think these days about the mise-en-scène, what
it should look like, for instance most recently when I did Frankenstein (2013). Thinking about space
is also visible in my work in that I write my plays for a specific space (for instance the trio of works
Panic – Chaos – Harmony). And I have directed the premieres of all of my plays.
SL: The roles of various professions in the theatre are growing less and less self-evident. This shift is
also evident in the instruction at Theatre Academy Helsinki; previously, the directors were trained to
direct the actors in particular, now little by little they are also starting to prepare students for scenographic thinking.
[see pages 43-44 on the degree program on direction at Theatre Academy Helsinki]
Saana Lavaste and Mika Myllyaho spoke with Sari Havukainen
Saana Lavaste

(b. 1976) is a director, co-founder of Teatteri 2.0 with producer Saara
Rautavuoma, a member of the troika of artistic directors at the Riihimäki Theatre, and in addition to her directing work, teaches at the Theatre Academy Helsinki as of 2013. She is an advocate
of communal theatre and collaborative productions.
Mika Myllyaho (b. 1966) is the director of the Finnish National Theatre, a stage director and
playwright. Artistic co-director of Ryhmäteatteri 1998-2010, lecturer in directing at the Theatre
Academy Helsinki 2002-2006.

Down with Cults
of Personality!
– A Discussion
about Directing
Classic Texts

Performing classics for the gods of theatre alone or solely to keep the machinery of the theatre running
does not interest the younger generation of Finnish directors.
So how does one direct a classic in a way that its impact will be felt beyond the theatre building?
And how does one direct in such a way that the classic not only has a solid impact on the director’s
CV, but so that the director really gets a solid grasp of the classic?
This question was pondered by three younger-generation theatre directors: Lauri Maijala, HilkkaLiisa Iivanainen and Anna-Mari Karvonen. Maijala has directed a precise version of Chekhov’s
Three Sisters in which interpersonal tensions are tuned to the extreme. Iivanainen has directed a new
version of Hedda Gabler that shaves off the edges of gossip-based dramaturgy and focuses on today’s
cold-hearted hipsters. And for Karvonen, ancient tragedy was only one source of inspiration and material alongside music and movement in her Und er libet contemporary theatre group: Euripides inspired
the heart-racing ecstasy of club dance culture. In addition, Anna-Mari Karvonen has done two pieces in
which she has explored her relationship to the ballet Giselle.
Directing classics is not a forgone conclusion for the younger generation of directors; for them, it is by
no means self-evident that the director acts as an authority or leader of the artistic team. They are used
to questioning the clichés of the director’s role. For them, the process of creating theatre is not neat,
and theatre history is loaded with phenomena whose significance is difficult to understand today.
Uncertainty and the lack of a monolithic truth have, however, fed the artists’ creativity and given them
the freedom to find their own path to the classics – or to disregard them, if they so choose.
They are irritated by the entrenched conceptual constructions often linked to directing a classic, such
as the notion that directors are expected to say something big through them.
For Lauri Maijala, the pressures of directing a classic are familiar. He says that the only way to rid
himself of pointless pressure was to approach Three Sisters through small details, after which the
potential statement eventually constructed itself. In creating the performance, he concentrated on those
idiocies the characters engaged in, which is where the interesting conflict and circumstances were hidden, and then he expanded those into scenes and eventually acts.
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”It was a much more interesting starting point than if I had immediately tried to build some radical
new overall statement then create a director character for myself alongside the performance.”
Maijala considers himself an anti-literary person.
“I don’t understand read text very well, and when I’m watching productions I often miss concepts,
even major ones, because I get caught up thinking about and digging some single moment that I think
is well done, a moment that crystallises something essential about life.”
He still vividly remembers productions of classics he saw as a child. For Iivanainen as well, her memories of childhood productions are her most important point of contact with the classics.
”What exactly do we conceive of as a classic? Does it mean that the work is famous and performed?
Most often, the stamp of a classic deserving serious consideration is borne by the well-known classics
of the literary canon. But Singing in the Rain and West Side Story are classics, too. Or is, for instance,
Maijala’s film direction (Gloriously Wasted) of the mega-popular book Drunkard’s Diary a contemporary interpretation of a classic?” asks Iivanainen.

The classic as material
For Hilkka-Liisa Iivanainen, adaptation felt like the most natural approach to a classic.
”Or I wouldn’t use the term adaptation to describe the end result, because it’s more like I’ve rewritten
it. I started off mechanistically by adapting, through various assignments and direct updating of the
text.”
When directing, she didn’t think about the sort of interpretation her version of Hedda Gabler would be
considered.

Iivanainen also likes being involved in producing the performance material in one way or another. During the rewriting process, it was as if she sub-headed the material for the coming performance.
Giselle was a childhood love for Anna-Mari Karvonen, a kind of ”teddy-bear classic” that she used to
dream of directing. In the pieces, she honestly and specifically revealed her relationship to the classic
work.
Iivanainen is fascinated by Karvonen’s premise.
From the left: Lauri Maijala, Anna-Mari Karvonen
and Hilkka-Liisa Iivanainen | Photo Eva Persson.
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”I wanted to do a portrayal of a generation, and I couldn’t find a play that would portray people my
age, thirty-somethings. Then I remembered Hedda Gabler and the fact that a young protagonist commits suicide in it.”

”The pieces were also your way of conceptualising your own history and life. You didn’t pick a classic
because you wanted to interpret it; you picked the material for a slightly different reason. The performance is part of your own process, a continuum of artistic work. I’d like to have the chance to do work
more like that myself.”
Thinking of a classic more as material than as literature demanding interpretation is familiar to all
three. Iivanainen recognises it from the very fact that, in her directions of classics, she has created a
much more precise and garish aesthetics than in her direction of contemporary pieces. “For instance,
Hedda Gabler took place in a home decorated like a pink-and-white Barbie world. I realised that I can
comment on and mutilate ‘old’ material more freely.”
”Perhaps when you’re directing a classic you can concentrate more intently on the material itself and
its aesthetic quality,” Karvonen says.
According to Maijala, with classics you don’t have the pressures of a premiere, and that’s why you can
take a critical or neutral stance on it.
”With a classic, it’s always a little bit the same situation as if someone decided to paint using blue
paint, and no one is really fundamentally interested in what you’ll do with that blue. But with contemporary plays, it’s different. People start respecting the text too much. A fantastic writer can strike false
notes at times, just like the best directors. Down with cults of personality!” Maijala says.

A visit to another era
There’s often a wish to import classics into our time, but Maijala, Iivanainen and Karvonen aren’t too
thrilled by the notion.
Anna-Mari Karvonen finds that working with classics is shackled by an obsession with literal interpretations, especially in Finland.
”So if we do Shakespeare, what exactly is it we’re doing? Some sort of family chronicle, is that it?
Could we do classics with some other mentality, find something other than story and characters in
them, from which you’re then supposed to pinpoint the links to our day and age? Maybe the more
interesting thing is visiting another era and an unfamiliar body, as well as sustaining that difference
and lack of understanding that exists between the present day and, say, the era of Shakespeare’s “king”
plays.
In her performance series The Bacchae, Karvonen’s Und er libet collective tried to pay some sort of
visit to the past. For instance, they re-conceived rituals used in the worship of Dionysus based on references from historical texts. Because the material is so distant, the artists were freed from supposedly
having to understand the period in which the work was written.
”And when you visit, you’re so estranged that you can concentrate on the subject or statement without
the credibility problems of contemporary theatre. That you can’t treat a child that way, the cops would
be knocking at your door so fast,” Maijala says.
According to Maijala, the moral order and character portrayals can be so skewed in classics “that they
much more powerfully convey the theme selected by the artistic team than many contemporary plays
concerned with form and theoretical competence.”
Maijala feels that actors may see classics as bravura moments in their careers, where they come to
realise their dreams about their work as actors.
”Productions of classics are starting to be cast like movies or something. But to me Three Sisters is
not, for instance, a work of grand individual stories; rather above all it tells about a certain unhappy
group of people.”
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”When we were rehearsing Hedda Gabler, the actors were initially taken aback by how hollow all the
characters were that I had written. But the characters in Ibsen’s original text didn’t feel more complete
to anyone,” Iivanainen says.
Maijala has had similar experiences.
”Actors can have truly bizarre impressions of their characters that lead back to the performance tradition they’re used to or some impression of it. Yet it was precisely the breaking down of entrenched
impressions that brought the greatest insights to the rehearsals for Three Sisters.”
When directing Hedda Gabler, Iivanainen noticed – yet again – that she wasn’t able to create an endearing and sympathetic production, but, as is typical for her productions, they were moving once more
into ”semi-horror mode”. She didn’t start diluting the ambiance, however. “With the classic, I was
able to create harsh, horror-movie-like choices. I was liberated from the back and forth of ‘now, is this
believable?’”
For Lauri Maijala, a director should take the strangeness of a classic far enough.
”You have to dare to see how pitiful the characters are and how sick a person can seem and you have
to dare to follow those observations to the bitter end. As in the production of Hedda Gabler you directed: a person truly can kill themselves by shoving a baseball bat up their ass when they’re frustrated
enough.”

Tender spots in theatre
Hilkka-Liisa Iivanainen thinks it would be interesting to do a classic so that the artists wouldn’t even
try to understand it, but instead show how impossible and unbelievable the classic really is.
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”There are a lot of things in theatre history that I really just don’t get. What relevance does Commedia dell Arte have today? It would be good some time to do a production from that starting point. You
know, show your suspicions,” Iivanainen says.
Interpretations of classics provide inspiring challenges, but at the same time very effectively indicate
the tender spots in theatre as a field, in its conventions, and the debate taking place among its practitioners.
Iivanainen believes that interpretations of classics highlight the problem with theatre today.
”In theatre, we can perform the same plays from year to year, say classics, and as I watch, I don’t question it, I just take it all in. But as soon as I step out of the joint, I start wondering what sort of psychosis
I was just in. The production can be completely amazing but still get stuck there in the smell of velvet.
Why does it seem to matter only as long as you’re watching it? In that case, the performance manages
to say something about theatre as an art form, but does it tell about anything else? Do I know how to
create performances that have some significance and points of reference outside of the auditorium?”
According to Iivanainen, the few productions that have made such a stunning impression on her that
the mood has followed her of the auditorium with her have rarely been interpretations of the classics.
Anna-Mari Karvonen is bothered by the general, false, commonly shared assumption that classics automatically have something to say today.
”I’ve spent a lot of time thinking how a real dialogue with another era takes place. It just really isn’t
enough for some play to be interpreted over and over again with slightly different costumes and slightly different emphases.”
Karvonen has also wondered why classics are often approached extremely intellectually.
”What if we approached them from some totally different perspective, say corporality. In The Bacchae,
we tried to communicate people caught up in a frenzy of their instinctual urges. But you could take it a

lot further, by say eating the food humans ate in past eras during the rehearsal period.”
Karvonen is interested by the notion that you wouldn’t start working on the performance through the
text, but that you’d bring in all kinds of other things, such as the armour from the king plays or other
physical conditions from the era.
Iivanainen, on the other hand, would be interested in accessing areas that are for her totally incomprehensible.
”You were talking about instincts. That is one thing I don’t get at all. What the hell is an instinct or
what does it mean that someone is being driven by their instincts? On the other hand, it could be interesting to approach, using the classics, issues and parts of people that you really don’t understand or see
in the present day. You’d lose your own control, too, and your worldview will get mixed up right and
proper.”
The directors envision needing the opportunity to do classics continuously and in different ways.
”There would be, say, one stage where Chekhov and only Chekhov would be performed all the time.
But if it were possible to do sketch-like projects from the classics on a rapid timetable all the time, then
people would get used to being able to do them, and everything’s possible. And then on the other hand,
the extra-long rehearsal periods could produce something new,” says Maijala.
At the same time we’d get rid of the pressure that, now that we have the chance to do a classic, then
it has to be some completely mind-blowing statement. Karvonen feels that classics involve the risk of
taking things as self-evident. At the same time, they are often fertile ground for artistic myths that have
come to the end of their course.
”At least I have paranoid assumptions that the director has to fill the boots of some director of classics
or be as big as the classic. What if the director thought that she and her visions were much bigger and
timelier than the classic, or else much, much smaller and more stupid? Or what if you didn’t fill those
boots but tossed the boots into the pool? Or if you didn’t satisfy yourself by simply responding to great
expectations, but did something bigger, re-invented the whole concept of theatre right then and there?”
Maria Säkö
Hilkka-Liisa Iivanainen

(b. 1981) has studied and worked in Finland, the USA, and Mexico.
In the works she has directed, she often deals with the ”lovely monsters”, people in liminal states, alienation and sexuality. Has directed several premieres. Classics directed for the Kotka City
Theatre include For the love of sister, based on Three Sisters (2012), which combined short film
and stage forms, as well as a rewriting of Henrik Ibsen’s play Hedda Gabler together with Emilia
Pöyhönen (2012). Forthcoming: Tennessee Williams’ Cat on a Hot Tin Roof in October 2013, for
the Lahti City Theatre.
Anna-Mari Karvonen (b. 1982) is a Finnish theatre director and performance artist who
graduated from the dramaturgy programme at Theatre Academy Helsinki. She has worked as a
freelance director, dramaturge, and choreographer, as well as at the Und er libet contemporary
theatre group. Key directions of classics include Euripides: The Bacchae 1-3 (2007), August
Strindberg: Miss Julie (2009), Giselle’s lightness and death (2010). Received the Antonia prize
for her direction of Masi Tiitta - Helena Kallio - Pauliina Turakka Purhonen - Anna Sofia Nylund: Wall to Wall (2012).
Lauri Maijala (b. 1986) is a theatre director, film director, scriptwriter, and composer who is

equally at home working with marginal pieces in basement theatres as opera productions. He
rose to general public awareness with his film Gloriously Wasted (2012). Key directions of classics: Brecht-Weill: The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny (2011), Anton Chekhov: Three
Sisters (2013). Next he will be directing the opera Kullervo for Theatre Vanha Juko in Lahti and
The Unknown Soldier for the Oulu City Theatre.
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Above from the left: Hedda Gabler, Kotka City Theatre | Direction Hilkka-Liisa Iivanainen | Photo Petri Tuhkanen.
Three Sisters, KOM-Theatre |Direction Lauri Maijala | Photo Noora Geagea.
The Bacchae 3, Und er Libet |Direction Anna-Mari Karvonen | Photo Hanna Käyhkö.

At the moment, 22 students are studying directing in the
directing programme at the Theatre Academy Helsinki. At
the beginning of the five-year programme, students complete
a three-year candidate’s degree in theatre arts, with the aim
of giving students versatile fundamental skills necessary to
work as a director. Instruction for this candidate’s degree
takes place by student year and the study units are mandatory.
Studies for receiving a master’s degree in theatre arts vary in
terms of content, and the student has the opportunity to choose his or her own orientation. The aim of the master’s degree
is to train visionary directors who have mastered the various
professional skills required in directing at the theoretical and
practical level and are able to critically and creatively bring
new impulses to their field.

Photo Jaana Simula, Theatre Academy Helsinki.

Directing
Programme
BA/MA
at Theatre
Academy
in Helsinki

The key studies for the candidate’s degree are history and
theory, introductory and research-focused study modules in
the performing arts, and subject study modules in directing,
dramaturgy, acting, theatre traditions and their application,
and the shared stage. Through these studies, the student gets an overall view of the basics, history, and
working methods of his or her profession, and is able to apply the knowledge gained to his or her own
artistic work, creating new applications and approaches to the stage.
The principle of the so-called shared stage is central to studies at the Theatre Academy at the University of the Arts Helsinki: starting from their first year of studies, students from the same year jointly
create demo performances and productions melding theory and practice in a creative collaborative
process. One key goal is to steer future artists during their student years towards finding and creating
common themes, forms, working processes, and stage idioms in the continuously shifting field of the
performing arts. In the candidate’s programme, the directing student completes three extensive directing projects, which demand workshops and other related instruction. In these directing projects, the
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students work together with students of acting, dramaturgy, lighting and sound design, set design, and
costume design. The performances take place in the Theatre Academy’s training theatre and are open
to general audiences.
The essential thing in the education is that the student be capable of interactive and mutually respectful
teamwork with the other members of the production team, and also be able to share his or her ideas in
a fruitful and purposeful way as both team leader and team member.
Advanced studies for the master’s degree consist of courses in theory and research, advanced studies
in directing, studies in the shared stage, projects in real-life work and directing in the field, and student
exchange with partner institutions abroad. Additionally, the studies include a thesis project. The thesis
can take the form of an artistic work or a written piece or study related to the artistic work or other topics. The artistic work is a production, which the student may direct either at the student theatre at the
Theatre Academy or at a professional theatre in the field.
The master’s degree emphasises study modules that extend beyond the curriculum and the boundaries of the Academy as well as various collaborative projects in the arts. For instance, the Main Stage
course is executed in cooperation with professional theatres, such as the Tampere Workers’ Theatre and
the Lahti City Theatre. Students from eight different programmes participate in the course: from the
Theatre Academy, the scenography school at Aalto University, and the acting department at Tampere
University. During the course, students explore the potential of large stages as well as their challenges
and management in an atmosphere of experimentation with the support of the professional theatre’s
technical staff and supervising instructors. The theatre field is also involved as an active party in the
course on Children’s and Youth Theatre, where a central working method is breaking professional territorial boundaries. Societal interaction is seen in the contents of the instruction in the Audience Contact
course, where the performances generated tour institutional homes and prisons. The majority of director students’ artistic theses are done at professional theatres around Finland.
One of the central goals of the directing programme is to support the student’s discovery of his or
her own artistic uniqueness and foster development of his or her personal artistic identity. The goal
is that, as they step into the professional field, the directing students have grown into bold and openminded practitioners of contemporary theatre, who possess ethically sustainable ways of working in
the construction of a shared stage and are able to challenge the artistic dialogue within the team as the
work is being constructed.
Maarit Ruikka, professor of Directing at Theatre Academy Helsinki

Whither
Goest Thou,
Quo Vadis

Founded by poets, the independent theatre group Quo Vadis has toured Finland and Europe for 28 years. The theatre nomads travel in a van named Rosinante and, upon arriving at their destination, erect a
yurt designed and executed by founding member Markku Hoikkala. Theatre Quo Vadis started off as
a group of families, a community headed by Hoikkala and director/writer Otso Kautto.
With the founding of Quo Vadis Madrid in 2012, the theatre, which maintains base camp in the Finnish
city of Salo, now also has a permanent foothold in Spain. Its latest production, Burning Burning, melds
science and theatre, experimental props made of felt, and poetry that burns.

Everything is burning, everything is sun
The theme is enormous, the course of the birth process of all living things, from the sun to magma, petrified lava, and from there through photosynthesis to growth, to burning, to death, and decomposition.
Otso Kautto tells of the group’s writing camp at the foot of the volcano Stromboli, of the experience of
the sun’s all-encompassing presence and the subsequent insight inspired by volcanic steam, the sensation of being in a sauna the size of the cosmos. How could this perception of infinity be captured, the
knowledge intuition contains compressed into a performance? Quantum physics and poetry come to
the rescue – as does a yurt; after all, it is shaped like a volcano…
“Poetry is the path. When describing phenomena, physics and the other hard natural sciences actually
use very lyrical language,” says poet–carpenter–folklorist Markku Hoikkala.
Burning Burning is the third piece in Quo Vadis’ Poetica series. All of the texts in the group’s performances are original. The Finns’ skill at scriptwriting has excited amazement among the Spaniards, as
has the fact that they do everything themselves: ”they write, act, compose, and play the instruments.”
The particle accelerator that is the Quo Vadis test lab generates such wonders as multilingual poetic
dialogue that requires no interpretation: the actors use Finnish, Spanish, French, and English in the
same performance.
”Healing theatre”, has been the viewer response across the world. Quo Vadis’ theatre heals, communicates from person to person on the cellular level – or no, more like elementary particles, ricocheting
quarks.
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Above, three photos: Madonna, Mick Jagger, and Buckingham Palace have all acquired the sauna designed and built
by Markku Hoikkala. Here Hoikkala erects and covers the performance yurt he designed and constructed | Photo credit
Theatre Quo Vadis. Below Yurt in Kustavi / Turku Archipelago |Photo Tarja Ervasti.

Space determines the direction
Former sauna builder Markku Hoikkala planned the yurt completed in 2007 to meet the needs of theatre vagabonds: a traditional yurt wouldn’t make it through customs due to its material. In addition, this
movable, high-design space is optimally easy to raise, take down, and transport.
With Burning Burning, Otso Kautto and Markku Hoikkala have had the opportunity to realise their
directorial dream: to direct a production wholly at the terms of the space’s aesthetics.
“A yurt is closest to the ideal of what a Quo Vadis theatre performance should feel like,” explain Hoikkala and Kautto.
What does the yurt say? It features seating on four levels. The yurt’s structure is a lightweight wooden
frame strong enough for the actors to climb on. The shape is round, the roof a self-bearing dome without the support poles used in circus tents. The sensation is as if you were sitting in a sauna! The yurt’s
benches accommodate about 60 Finns or Spaniards, and even more Parisians.
The performances begin with a story about the yurt, about the common felt womb the spectators are
sharing. Packing the audience in side to side becomes part of the performance. Lace felt, felt rope. The
yurt in its dignified formalwear, covered in white felt, Tuula Nikulainen’s felt art. Animism meets
high-tech. Mongolians tried to buy the yurt in Paris.

A yurt is closest to the ideal of what a Quo Vadis theatre
performance should feel like.
When the Quo Vadis caravan arrives in town, it stays for a longer period at a stretch. The word about
the yurt and its sultry ambiance has time to spread. Some come to see the performance more than once
and bring their friends along – like the Catholic nuns in Paris: one liked what she saw so much that she
and her sisters came to the final performance in their habits.

A unified aesthetic language and the power of ritual
When director and writer Otso Kautto starts preparing the sequel to Burning Burning with the actors
from Quo Vadis Madrid, he is having ten poems in his pocket. Teamwork will turn them into the script
for the performance, going by the working title ”Ritual”. Kautto says that with the original Quo Vadis group, the directing process has accelerated thanks to smooth collaboration: everyone knows each
other.
For Quo Vadis Madrid, the director will initially seek a unified aesthetic language through exercises.
These exercises are physical experiments, self-directed by the actor once common agreement has been
reached, in which the actor seeks a route to the state of mind from which the performance emerges.1
“Ritual is a loaded and romanticised notion. It continues to hold a lot of power and longing. In our next
works, we will attempt to investigate what we are doing when we ritualise, and what we long for when
we long for the sacred,” explains Otso Kautto.
Sari Havukainen

1
In Finland, developing such exercises has been taken furthest by Esa Kirkkopelto and the theatre group he has assembled, Other Spaces. Read the article in TINFO News – Theatre and Ecology.
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Quo Vadis Concept
Quo Vadis Poetry Band
Quo Vadis
Quo Vadis Madrid, actors in the Replika theatre / Jaroslaw Bielski
The Ritual Museum in Salo, Finland, founded in 2012
Otso Kautto plans his artistic doctoral dissertation on ritual.
The seven-language piece Saving Mama from Blue: 150 performances around the world.
In 2012, Quo Vadis had 127 performances, 101 of them abroad.
In 2012, Quo Vadis paid a total of 32 people wages.
To date, Quo Vadis has toured Seville, Cairo, Paris, Avignon, Moscow, Rostock, Stockholm,
Madrid, and Finland head to toe and back again.
Quo Vadis Key works
Burning Burning 2011
Kindergarten 2010
Guru 2010
Poetry Band 2010
Hull Speed / Arctic Bliss 2007
Saving Mama from Blue 2006
Objects and Emotions – Wordless Poetry 2001
The Stray Dog Proves It’s So 1993

Otso Kautto and Markku Hoikkala | Photo Sami Kilpiö.
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From above left: Burning, Burning. Theatre Quo Vadis | Photo Jouko Siro.
Hamlet. Theatre Quo Vadis | Photo Jouko Siro.
Hamlet. Theatre Quo Vadis | Photo Jouko Siro.
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